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Hello, my name is Myles Webb and I’m the deputy principal at Auroa Primary School. I’ve been 
here since 2014 and I’m teaching a Year 5-6 class of fantastic students at our school which is 
Year 1 to Year 8. We’ve got 200 students in South Taranaki.  
 
About four or five years ago I became aware of 3D printing and the possibility of having 3D 
printing in a classroom environment or in a school environment. I thought that it would be 
something that would be very creative for the students and a really positive thing. At the time the 
principal and the Board were very supportive about that and so we were able to purchase some 
3D printers for the school.  
 
The second part of it was then how we use those printers. In our school everyone has access to 
them, we don’t have them in a single maker space. There are some in classrooms. What we 
wanted to look for was ways for the students to be able to create projects and then make 
something at the end of it that they would then be able to use or we’d be able to use it on a 
school wide basis.  
 
One of the things for instance that we were having an issue with was our school PE shed key. It 
was a high use item from the students and we wanted to make sure there was a way to keep 
track of it. We had a couple of students build this which is a 3D printed keyring badge for the PE 
shed. It doesn’t get lost now because it’s too big and ugly and no one likes sticking it in their 
pocket.  
 
Another example that I wanted to briefly highlight is we have a child in my class that we have a 
marker for him or a location that he needs know where to sit. He’s got a liking for trucks so one 
of the things that we have done is we’ve designed this truck for him, put his name on it, and we 
move it from place to place depending on where he is sitting.  
 
Some of the more advanced projects that the students would be involved in; 
It is really important for the students to make something that is practical, make something that 
has got to have a use for them and we like them to design it from scratch. This student here’s 



made this ipad stand. She’s put her name on it at the top and built a drawer, which was a 
separate print, that goes in it like that just as a storage for her. So quite a challenge for that. 
 
The process for the students is quite simple. I have a Year 5-6 class, we get them to use an 
online program called Tinkercad which is free. The students are able from the interface with that 
to design basic shapes and then build them specifically for what their project is.  
 
I always tell them to start with an idea. When they’ve got that idea they need to work out a plan 
for what it might look like. Then we have to have a discussion about whether it is practical or not 
because students sometimes have the most fantastic ideas but always with technology there’s a 
little bit of limitation about what can be done. There’s sometimes a bit of prototyping involved. 
Sometimes we run off prints in stages.  
 
Around our school we have night vision cameras set up and we were wanting to record the 
animals that were around at night time. We started off with this box here which contained the 
bait and the camera was just to the side. We thought 3D printing was a good idea because it 
was weatherproof and it allowed it to work. What we discovered was that there were hedgehogs 
in the area that were knocking this over to get at the food and then no other animals were 
coming to get it. So the students then developed this second prototype here and put these legs 
at the bottom thinking that the hedgehogs wouldn’t be able to tip it over. This was unsuccessful 
because of the height of it so we had to move to using this one here which was the third one.  
 
The students are really good at coming up with fantastic ideas, design ideas and creations. I 
see my role as just facilitating what they want to do and giving them that opportunity with the 3D 
printing technology.  
 
There is a little bit of time involved with the prints. Something like one of these bigger ones here, 
which was mentioned before, is about 20 hours. A smaller one, we just had our pet day at 
school and we needed to create some little stands for the photo frames to stand up in, that was 
about 40 minutes. Maybe the time is something that you need to think about.  
 
Also there is the cost involved. The filament that you use for the printing is about $60 a roll. 
There’s various ways of seeing that people take that into account but that is a consideration 
once you start running it. Otherwise it’s just a really good technology to get the students 
involved in. Get them creating something, getting them excited about projects and doing things 
and solving problems. It’s something I’d really recommend that if you get the opportunity to try 
out you have a look at.  
 


